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. We model the limp parts as beams and shells undergoing large deformations and rotations using geometrically exact nonlinear finite element formulations. and find the optimal locations by solving an optimization problem in which a measure of the deformation as a function of pick-up locations is minimized. We anticipate that a priori knowledge of pick-up locations for parts of different shapes will reduce sensory requirements and facilitate offline programming of robots for limp material handling.
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the problem of optimal pick-up locations for one-dimensional strips. which are modeled as flexible beams. In a subsequent d F i G u R 1 . [ 18] derived conditions for the optimal location of segment boundaries and internal supports for column design. Olhoff et al. [ 13] designed continuous columns for minimum total costs of material and interioe supports. All these works used classical optimization tools for finding the maxima and minima of functions and functionals.
More recently, Narita [ 12] The necessary condition for a local minimizer yields two nonlinear simultaneous equations:
The roots of Equations 8 and 9 obtained using the fsol~~e When n >_ 3, the analytical procedure is cumbersome due to static indeterminancy, and it leads to long expressions. However, by discretizing the beam by finite ele- [9] implements. the algorithm, so we have used it. We compute the gradient by central differences and choose the stopping tolerance for the optimization routine such that the norm of the gradient is reduced by at least five orders of magnitude.
We use a level of discretization of at least ten elements per span of the beam. In some cases, a finer mesh is required to satisfy the stopping criteria. We have chosen as the initial g~ess the centers of each of the p equal divisions of the beam, where p is the number of supports. 
RESULTS
We have obtained optimal support locations for minimum strain en~ergy up to eight supports. Table I any support location. We solve for the optimal locations using the ~-BF~s-B code for bound constrained optimization developed by Zhu et 
